“We retain of the project only that which of the project brings us together.”
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PRESENTATION PACK OF THE SHOW

EFFET BEKKRELL*
*Bekkrell effect
°

Fernand Deligny, Le Croire et le craindre (Belief and Fear), collected in les Œuvres (The Works), Paris, l’Arachnéen,
2007 www.editions-arachneen.fr

Title of the show: Effet Bekkrell (Bekkrell effect)
Cast
A production by the Groupe Bekkrell (The Bekkrell group)
By and with: Fanny Alvarez, Sarah Cosset, Océane Pelpel and Fanny Sintès
Sound design: Thomas Laigle
Lighting design: Clément Bonnin
Circus apparatus layout and production managers: Julien Lefeuvre and Florent Pasdelou
Costume design: Lorenzo Albani
Outside eye and direction advisor: Pierre Meunier
Backup in the artistic process and executive production: Anna Tauber
Friendly advice and philosopher: Marie-José Mondzain
Touring management: Elsa Lemoine / l’Avant Courrier

Genre: circus-theatre / theatre-circus
Duration: 1 hour
Audience: all audiences from 6 years + (school audiences from 11 years +)
Photo copyright: © Massao Mascaro
Credits
Acknowledgements to our artistic and technical collaborators: Arnaud Thomas, Jean-Michel Guy,
Hervé Grizard, Goni Shiffron and Etienne Klein
Co-production: Cirque-Théâtre d’Elbeuf – Pôle national des arts du cirque de Haute-Normandie •
La brèche – Pôle national des arts du cirque de Basse-Normandie • l’Espace Périphérique (Mairie
de Paris – Parc de la Villette) • Carré Magique – Pôle national des arts du cirque en Bretagne •
Le Théâtre de Cusset • La Cascade – pôle national des arts du cirque de Bourg-Saint-Andéol •
CIRCa Auch-Gers-Midi-Pyrénées – Pôle national des arts du cirque • Scène nationale d’Aubusson –
Théâtre Jean Lurçat • L’Agora – centre culturel pôle national des arts du cirque de Boulazac –
Aquitaine • Transversales, Théâtre de Verdun – scène conventionnée pour les arts du cirque • La
Faïencerie, Théâtre de Creil – scène nationale en préfiguration • CIrque En Lorraine (CIEL)•
Scènes Vosges • Proarti (et nos artinautes) • L’association Beaumarchais-SACD • L’Adami • with
the artistic collaboration of the Jeune Théâtre National
With the financial support of the Conseil régional de Champagne-Ardenne
Support: Le Monfort/Paris • Le Nouveau Relax, scène conventionnée de Chaumont • L’Onde,
Théâtre Centre d’art – Vélizy-Villacoublay • Le Manège de Reims – Scène Nationale • Ecole
Nationale des Arts du Cirque de Rosny-sous-Bois
Contact compagnie: groupebekkrell@gmail.com / +33 (0)6 07 86 73 65
Contact diffusion: elsa@avantcourrier.fr/ +33 (0)6 07 86 73 65

Follow us
Website: www.groupebekkrell.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/GroupeBekkrell

Photos
© Massao Mascaro: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/wspj62t0omd6kqw/AAC2UOykr3kdS3usy2EoYv6a?dl=0
For the promotion of the show, please make sure you use these photos exclusively and indicate the
copyright “Massao Mascaro” on or next to the picture.
We wish to approve all the promoting material concerning the show before publication, please
observe reasonable deadlines.

Texts to be used in your programmes
#1 – What if… we took a step back into the past
At the beginning there was their encounter, in 2009, at the CNAC (National Center of Circus Arts, France).
Dazzling and exhilarating. This encounter generated a small tentacular production of 20 minutes very much to
the taste of our compeers and which propelled them 4 years later into the wonderful meanderings of collective
creation. And so here we are. Effet Bekkrell (Bekkrell Effect) sees the day.
It is about,
On the subsurface a strange fascination for radioactivity or what causes instability in matter and in
relationships.
On the surface, cables, strings, ropes, a board, four women and a lot of smoke,
Delving deeply, they make serious yet whimsical encounters. After numerous attempts, they take a stance for
perpetually changing lifestyles, precarious but precious.
And they slide from steady to unsteady states, from clashes to negotiations, from utopias to disillusions...
During 1 hr...

#2 – What if… a kid told us about it
At the beginning, it is bare. The stage.
Then the girls arrive. Four of them. They come up with things. They build. They confront each other. In fact,
they play. And then they demolish. Because it is perhaps better in the end, done differently. And then there is
the playground with all the little lights around it and the man running all over the place. And sometimes the
tight wire or the teeterboard or the pole or the rope or all of them together start talking. Or singing. And then
there is the theatrical dimension making an appearance and a wink. And then all this starts again. And they
jump around and break everything. At the end they try to escape from the top.

#3 – What if… Effet Bekkrell got into the dictionary
Effet Bekkrell (feminine noun, “effet”: from latin effectus, derivative of effectum, substantive of efficere,
effectuer, from ex, and facere, faire (to do) - bekkrell: spelling distortion of Becquerel, first name Henri.
What happens when explosive rush onto the stage and knock out the elements at stake.

#4 – What if… Pierre Meunier told us about it
The Bekkrells form a kernel of four electrons with a rare power of cohesion as well as a capacity of radiating
individually. Turned into an experimental field, the stage starts vibrating until it reaches the most fertile state of
chaos. I enjoyed sharing the radioactive group’s first adventure, contributing in finding their own orbit with,
and despite the constraints that the several conflicting apparatus required on stage. The bodies struggle with
fundamental physics, perception is enhanced and nourished by it, life could well resemble this tough and
sensual melee where the Unstable prevails and which desire illuminates.

#5 – What if… we used grand words
This has something to do within the range of experience.
Testing the material and individuals available in that space.
Entangling the standard patterns and stereotypes in order to extricate oneself by making fun of it, a way to
cheat death…
The unavoidable end of everything regarded as the constantly renewed promise of possible new beginnings.

#6 – What if… the press became inflammatory
Sarah, Océane and the two Fannys, alias groupe Bekkrell, present a multi-faceted and hybrid first production
where the handling of the devices intermingles with chaotic relationships, where speech tries to invite itself into
the circus, where the ludicrous combines with poetry. Neither a theatrical nor a circus performance, the show
puts aside the rules to invent a unique script. Situations and speech are stretched to breaking point, and with
brio fulfill the eccentric gamble of combining the script with the physical mechanisms of natural radioactivity.
Surfing between stability and unsteadiness, among themselves and in the unusual structure they create by
assembling all their contraptions together.
The audience is embarked on this dance of instability. Things fall about, deconstructions occur, chaos sets in
and yet something close to balance unfurls, a delirious radioactive contamination.
One can say…
It rocks
It’s wicked
It sends everything flying
It shakes you up
It pushes you down
It swings
It turns upside down
It’s a knockout

Text to be used in the presentation leaflet handed to the audience
The image of a raft as an allusion to
the result of the endeavour
be it only to make people realise
that they must avoid overloading it
so as not to sink or tip it
if it is not properly loaded, the load badly distributed (...)
You know what a raft is:
wooden trunks tied together in a fairly loose way
so that when tons of water come pouring down,
it will be evacuated between the trunks. It is in this way that a raft is not a skiff.
To put it differently, we do not withhold the questions.
Our relative freedom comes from this basic structure
which I think was designed by people
- I mean the raftwho did the best they could while they were not in a position
to build an embarkation. When the questions flow,
we do not close ranks
-we do not tie the trunks together- to form
a united front. Quite the opposite.
We retain of the project only that which of the project brings us together.
In this way you realise the vital importance of the ties, the way they are knotted together and the distance even
between the trunks.
The tie has to be sufficiently loose
And it must not yield.

Fernand Deligny, Le Croire et le craindre (Belief and Fear / To believe and fear), collected
in les Œuvres (The Works), Paris, l’Arachnéen, 2007 *
www.editions-arachneen.fr *
* credits (to be mentioned)

THE ARTISTS
The Groupe Bekkrell
The Groupe Bekkrell is founded in 2009 when Fanny Sintès left the Conservatoire National
Supérieur d’Art Dramatique in Paris (French National Drama Academy) for the Centre National des
Arts du Cirque in Châlons-en-Champagne (French National Center of Circus Arts) where she met
Fanny Alvarez, Sarah Cosset and Océane Pelpel.
At first, it is a group of 4 students, 4 comrades, 4 friends, 4 acrobats, 4 gluttons, 4 women, 4
jokers, 4 curious girls, 4 silly pranksters.
Initially, it is a group fascinated by the notion of instability that nuclear physics tell us about.
It has become a collective of artists taking its name from the discoverer of natural radioactivity on
uranium (and who incidentally had to share the Nobel Prize with the Curie(ous) couple!), the great
Henri Becquerel.
It becomes a group that explores the limits and the points of instability.
It is certainly a chaotic and joyful terrain
It is above all an ensemble negotiating the tumults of individualities and the group
It is always about hazardous experimentations
It sometimes leads to surprising results
It is risky from time to time
It is slightly glittery
It makes you feel good
It is a show that was brought to life in Elbeuf (France) on March, 12th 2015.

Fanny Alvarez – speciality: teeterboard
Took a preparatory training course at Montreal National Circus School in 2009, and then
specialised as an aerial acrobat at the French Circus school in Rosny-sous-Bois (ENACR) and at the
French National Center of Circus Arts in Châlons-en-Champagne (CNAC). She graduated in 2011
with the production âm (2010/2011), directed by Stéphane Ricordel and had her first experience
of a tour in a big top. She is part of the Collectif de la Bascule and creates Rien n’est moins sûr
(mais c’est une piste) in 2012 and Quand quelqu’un bouge in 2013. In 2015, a collaborative
production with the collectif de la bascule and La Meute takes shape (on tour in 2016). A member
of Groupe Bekkrell, she creates Effet Bekkrell in March 2015 at the Cirque Théâtre d'Elbeuf,
France.

Sarah Cosset – speciality: Chinese pole
Studied at university in Tours, France. When she was 21, she started her training in French circus
schools in Chambéry, Rosny-sous-Bois and Châlons-en-Champagne. She learns about the Chinese
pole, life and collective work. After graduating in 2011, she joins compagnie 111 for the
production Géométrie de Caoutchouc, directed by Aurélien Bory. She meets again Guy Alloucherie
and his HVDZ company, and takes part in several “wakes”. She enters the Colporteurs company in
2013 to take over a role in the show Le Bal des Intouchables directed by Antoine Rigot. With the
compagnie des Orpailleurs, she participates in the production of the show Debouts directed by
Mathieu and Jean-Christophe Bleton. A member of Groupe Bekkrell, she creates Effet Bekkrell in
March 2015 at the Cirque Théâtre d'Elbeuf, France.

Océane Pelpel – speciality: Tight wire
Trained at the French Circus school in Rosny-sous-Bois (ENACR) and at the French National Center
of Circus Arts in Châlons-en-Champagne (CNAC). In 2013, she acts in La Circonférence filée
directed by Jean-Michel Guy, tours with the show The Fool and the princesses of the Cirque de Loin
(a Swiss theatre, music and circus company), and acts in the movie Son of a fool. She participated
in several research projects dealing with stages of sleep and dreams, at the intersection of various
disciplines, under the artistic direction of Emmanuelle Pépin as part of the project La chair du
monde. A member of Groupe Bekkrell, she creates Effet Bekkrell in March 2015 at the Cirque
Théâtre d'Elbeuf, France.

Fanny Sintès – speciality: corde lisse and comedian
Trained as a comedian at the Studio-Théâtre d’Asnières, at the French National Drama Academy in
Paris (2011) and at the French National Center of Circus Arts in Châlons-en-Champagne (one year
training, specialised in corde lisse). In 2011 she acts in the movie Les Lendemains directed by

Bénédicte Pagnot, in Les Détraquées directed by Frédéric Jessua. In 2012, she plays music in the
2e2m ensemble (conductor: Pierre Roullier) in Love Box, Boxons d’amour directed by Olivier Fredj,
she acts in Le Lavoir, written by Dominique Durvin and Hélène Prevost and directed by Brigitte
Damiens. She participates in Un festival à Villeréal with the creation of L’école under the direction
of Marc Vittecoq. From 2012 to 2014, she acts in Maître Puntilla et son valet Matti directed by
Guy Pierre Couleau. In 2013, she takes part in Elle dit, and dans le regard la tristesse d’un
paysage de nuit (an adaptation of Blue Eyes, Black Hair by Marguerite Duras (Les yeux bleux,
cheveux noirs in French) under the direction of Léna Paugam. She acts and co-directs with Olivier
Brichet Anechoïchspeech, an electroacoustic creation at Studio-Théâtre de Vitry. She also acts in Un
Ours of cOurse directed by Alice Zeniter, music composed by Lawrence Williams. In 2014, she
reprises a role in Lendemains de fête directed by Julie Bérès and creates the Lyncéus festival in
Binic (France) with Aurélie Lemaignen and Léna Paugam. In 2015 she acts in the play L'homme est
la seule erreur de la création written and directed by Alice Zeniter at théâtre de Vanves. A member
of Groupe Bekkrell, she creates Effet Bekkrell in March 2015 at the Cirque Théâtre d'Elbeuf,
France.

Contact
Artistic & production and touring management
Elsa Lemoine groupebekkrell@gmail.com / +33 (0)6 07 86 73 65

Stage Management
Julien Lefeuvre: techniquebekkrell@gmail.com / +33 (0)6 65 44 34 84

